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Pinch-point bars are excellent tools for prying up wood 
floors. By inserting the tool bevel-side-up into the seam 
of a wood floor, a user can drive the tool in and lift the 
first piece of flooring. Then, using the tool as designed, 
the user can apply leverage and the flooring will come up. 
Two firefighters, each armed with a pry bar, can quickly 
remove many floor surfaces this way. Once the first piece 
is removed, the rest will follow easily. 

Baseboards, moldings, and door and window frames are 
also easily removed with a pry bar, and, often, a firefighter 
will not need to bend to insert the tool. Allow the pry 
bar to slide along the face of the wall. Both wedge-point 
bars and pinch-point bars will almost always find the 
joint between a wall and a baseboard. Allow the weight 
of the tool to slide and force its way between the wall and 
baseboard. Pry outward, and the baseboard or molding 
will pop off. 

Pry bars have a variety of uses, none of which has to do 
with using the tool as it was designed. 

To make firefighting operations safer, you may use the 
tool as a securing post for ground monitors or deck guns. 
A pry bar can be driven into the ground like a fence post, 
and a monitor can be secured to it to prevent it from 
walking. The pry bar must be driven in deeply and could 
be difficult to remove following a fire, but it provides a 
secure post to which you may lash a gun. 

Pry bars can also be used for securing ladders to windows. 
Place a long pry bar horizontally inside a window, and 
secure the ladder rung or beam to the pry bar. Apply suffi-
cient pressure with the rope to pull the pry bar tightly 
against the interior window framing or walls. Ensure 
that the pry bar is substantially wider than the window. 

Pry bars also make good handles for carrying basket 
stretchers or other heavy objects. Properly lashed, a 
bar provides handles for several firefighters to carry a 
stretcher or heavy object. 

Claw tool. A claw tool (fig. 11–8) is a step up from a 
pry bar. It is a multipurpose prying tool, and although 
not extremely versatile, it can perform many tasks on the 
fireground when used correctly. Forcible-entry proce-
dures can be performed easily with the claw tool. 

Fig. 11– 8. Claw tool 

Its biggest disadvantage is the absence of an engineered 
striking surface on the hook end. When combined with 
a striking tool, a claw tool can be driven in and conven-
tional, forcible-entry techniques can be used. The tool’s 
length makes it a great lever, but at 42 in. (1,067 mm) 
long or more and with two sharp ends, it’s a tight fit in 
narrow hallways and rooms. When using the fork, you 
must pay attention to the hook end. If the claw tool is 
not well set and it slips, the point of the hook end can rip 
skin and hook and tear face pieces. 

The claw tool can also open windows. The fork can 
slide between the bottom rail of a window and its sill. 
Remember the principle of leverage and set the fork well. 
Once the fork is slid as far as possible, pry down on the 
bar. The screws holding the window lock should pull out. 

The fork end can also shut off residential, light commer-
cial, and industrial gas valves. The distance between the 
tines of the fork allows a good bite on gas valves. 

Sliding both sides of the shackle into the fork and 
twisting or prying down with a sharp motion can twist 
off padlocks. Proper sizeup is key. If the hasp or other 
device to which a lock is attached is not of good, strong 
material, do not twist off the lock. The claw tool should 
be flipped over to use the hook end for easily breaking 
padlocks. The striking surface of the tool can be used, 
making this technique much safer than twisting. 

The claw tool makes an excellent overhaul tool as well 
as a forcible-entry tool. Here, its length is an advantage 
because a firefighter doesn’t have to bend so much when 
removing baseboards and flooring. The hook works well 
for prying up flooring and subflooring , and the curve of 
the hook acts as an effective fulcrum when rocking the 
tool back to apply force to the floorboards. The fork can 
also slide under floorboards to easily pull up flooring. 
The 42-in. (101-cm) or longer length is a mechanical 
advantage for heavy-duty work such as overhaul. 

A firefighter wouldn’t want to work with the claw tool 
over his or her head for long. The tool is best used at 
waist level or below. Fourteen pounds is a lot of weight 
to hold overhead when removing upper window casings 
and door trim. 

The claw tool has some minor special uses, but they are 
limited. The hook end is an effective ripper for getting 
a firm bite into ductwork and other light-gauge, metal 
surfaces. You may use it to easily perforate and remove 
ductwork or metal. The curve of the hook end is a great 
handle when using the claw tool to open walls. Once a 
hole is created in a wall, slide the tool fork-end-down into 
the hole. Grasp the hook end and pull toward yourself. 
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There is a variety of pike poles. Your department may 
or may not have a selection of pike poles for you to use. 
Pike poles come with different pike head styles to suit 
different materials, different handles that make them 
stronger and more durable, and different lengths to 
accommodate working overhead or below grade. 

Pike pole handles come in three basic materials: wood, 
metal, and fiberglass. The shape of the pole can be round, 
oval, or I-beam. Wooden handles can be pine, hickory, 
or ash. Fiberglass handles can be solid round or oval, 
hollow core, or solid I-beam. Metal handles can be stain-
less steel, plain steel, or aircraft steel. 

The biggest problem is the pole’s diameter. Some fiber-
glass pike poles are 2 in. (52 mm) or more in diameter. 
They are extremely difficult to work with because they 
don’t fit in your hand, they are slippery when wet, and 
they are difficult to stow on the apparatus. 

Pike pole length is always a hot topic in firehouses. Many 
departments use short pike poles: 4 ft (1.2 m) long or 
shorter for working in tight areas. Many firefighters 
prefer this set-up. Tip: you’ll be much more efficient if 
you use a Halligan bar in place of the short hook. 

Pole length should depend on the type of structure for 
which you use it. Consider taking the standard 6-ft (2-m) 
pole as the minimum-length pole carried for standard 
firefighting operations. A 6-ft (2-m) pole will easily reach 
most parts of a residential structure that you will need to 
reach. It can be carried into and out of structures safely 
and can be maneuvered easily inside. 

The 8-ft (2.4-m) pole should be the minimum-
length pole taken into a commercial structure or 
light-industrial building. 

The 10-ft (3-m) pole is not suitable for a typical residen-
tial home, or is it? Do you have any mansions in your 
jurisdiction? Large homes often have building features 
that require a 10-ft (3-m) pole. The pole is a bit cumber-
some in single-family dwellings and sometimes won’t 
fit. Have one available for overhauling large houses and 
commercial structures and for ventilation operations. 
The 10-ft (3-m) pole is the most useful pole in commer-
cial buildings and light-industrial buildings. 

Some poles become extremely flexible at 10 ft (3 m) or 
longer, especially oval fiberglass poles. It’s like trying to 
use a fishing pole to pull ceilings: The head end bends 
and wobbles. Consider solid wood or fiberglass for 
long poles. 

Pike poles come with various head styles. The most 
common is the standard pike pole. You will find many 

stored in compartments or on the side of the apparatus 
(figs. 11–12 and 11–13). 

Fig. 11–12. Apparatus tool compartments 

Fig. 11–13. Tools hung on the side of an apparatus 

Other poles. Other styles of pike poles you might see 
in your department include the following (fig. 11–14 
from left): 

 The Boston rake is a great tool for older buildings 
with plaster and lath walls. 

 The Chicago pike pole is a favorite tool of the  
CFD because the originals were made by the  
CFD shops.  

 The Providence hook, a special hook with a cutting 
surface on the backside of the point (pike) and 
another on the top of the hook, pushes easily into 
g ypsum and plaster, downside. The head is so thin 
that it doesn’t pull a lot of material on the down 
stroke. It’s great for light, tin ceilings. 

 The Halligan hook, also known as the 
multipurpose hook, was invented by Hugh 
Halligan, inventor of the Halligan bar. With its 
engineered angles, this hook makes quick work of 
overhaul. Ceilings, moldings, baseboards, and other 
trim offer little or no resistance. 
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or her hand that is not controlling the saw’s speed must 
hold onto the carrying handle. 

The rotary saw can be equipped with a variety of 
blades to cut a range of materials. Carbide-tip blades 
are normally used for roof ventilation and cutting 
wood flooring (fig. 11–19). These blades cut through 
tar-covered roofs, Lexan®, acrylic glass panels, and light-
gauge metal (i.e., “Q-decking,” metal, aluminum, and 
vinyl siding ). These blades should not be used to cut 
case-hardened locks, roll-down security gates, or struc-
tural steel components because the tips could snap off 
the blade causing a severe injury to a firefighter. 

Fig. 11–19. Carbide tipped blades 

For a rotary saw to cut heavy-gauge metals, it must be 
equipped with the proper blade (fig. 11–20). Rotary 
saws equipped with aluminum oxide abrasive blades, 
sometimes referred to as discs, will cut these metals 
(fig. 11–21). These blades are made up of metallic and 
composite materials held together by an organic bonding 
agent. These blades may also be reinforced with a fabric 
or fiber base that prevents the blade from breaking 
apart during cutting operations. The blades cut through 
material by friction and heat the metal being cut, disinte-
grating it into sparks, chips, fragments, and dust. The life 
span of these blades is relatively short if a large amount 
of metal material must be cut. The aluminum oxide blade 
can also cut through wood, although it’s not the blade of 
choice. It actually burns through or grinds up the wood 
as it is cut. 

A rotary saw with a silicon carbide blade or abrasive 
disc can cut through concrete, mortar, brick, block, tile, 
and stone. The blade closely resembles the aluminum 

oxide blade but is made of different composite materials 
that when applied to materials heats it through friction, 
causing the material to turn into chips and dust. To 
distinguish the two blades, some fire departments label 
or paint identification labels on them. 

Another blade commonly used in the fire ser vice is 
known as a multi-functional, multi-purpose blade or 
diamond-cut grit blade that will cut materials such 
as steel, concrete, and wood. These steel blades closely 
resemble carbide-tip blades. The major difference is that 
they are covered with industrial diamonds and grit held 
together by a bonding agent located toward the tips of 
the blade. These blades normally don’t need lubricating 
fluids or water to assist the blade in its cutting efforts. The 
only minor downfalls are that these blades are expensive 
and once the diamonds become worn, a blade will not 
cut well. 

Fig. 11–20. An irons saw 



Fig. 11–21. The aluminum oxide and silicone carbide 

abrasive blades are similar in appearance, some 

departments paint the blade yellow to distinguish the two. 

Saw safety. Firefighters must learn to operate a power 
saw under adverse fire conditions to reduce the risk of a 
severe injury or accident. Firefighters should follow the 
safety items listed to operate safely and efficiently with a 
running saw. 

 Full personal protection equipment and eye 
protection must be worn when operating any saw. 

 Prior to beginning a cutting operation, the operator 
should formulate a plan of action that includes the 
sequence of cuts, wind direction, and travel to a safe 
mean of egress. 

 Firefighters should make all attempts to stand clear 
of debris thrown from the rear of the saw. Sparks, 
splinters, and chipped-off teeth can fly off the blade 
and injure an unassuming firefighter operating 
toward the rear of the saw. 

 All firefighters should maintain at least 10 ft (3 m) 
from the saw during cutting operations. This 
circle of danger should encompass the saw and its 
operator. 

 Once the saw is started, the operator should lift  
the carrying handle and push down with the  
hand holding the control handle. Following this  
procedure allows the saw blade to rise off the  
ground first.  

 The operator should maintain constant contact  
with the saw using both hands when performing  
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cutting operations. The saw can vibrate and move 
when cutting and easily slip or slide from an 
operator’s hands if they aren’t maintaining a grip on 
it. In addition, the saw can be awkward to operate 
and lift in overhead-cutting operations, so both 
hands should be used. 

 When cutting , the operator should keep clear of 
the blade’s path and discharging material thrown 
from the saw. When cutting metal overhead, the 
operator should hold the saw so that discharging 
sparks fly away from the operator and others. 

 If manpower allows, a firefighter should be assigned 
to act as a guide person during cutting operations. 
This firefighter can monitor conditions around the 
saw operator and guide his or her movements when 
working in hazardous conditions and positions. 

 Many times as a result of saw noise, communication 
between firefighters is not understandable or heard. 
To alleviate this, some fire departments rely on 
hand signals or taps/slaps on the operator’s back to 
permit nonverbal communication. The following 
are the meanings of taps or slaps to the back:

 –  One tap = stop cut

 –  Two taps = cut

 –  Three taps = shut down the saw 

 Saw operations should be conducted in a well-
ventilated area to prevent carbon monoxide 
buildup from the saw’s exhaust. 

 Saw should not be started or operated in suspected 
explosive atmospheres. 

 Whenever a saw blade is removed from a cut, the 
operator should stop the blade on the material so 
it stops spinning. It’s common for firefighters to 
mistakenly lift the saw and spin it to their side when 
they remove a saw blade from a cut, which could 
injure a nearby, unsuspecting firefighter. 

 When cutting during dark hours, firefighters 
should provide adequate lighting to the scene. 

 If manpower and conditions permit, a firefighter 
should be positioned away from the loud saw 
operations to monitor radio communications. 

 If roofs covered with gravel must be cut, a path 
should be made in the gravel to decrease the chance 
of sending gravel flying like a projectile. 
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 When firefighters with a running saw must travel to 
a new location on a roof, they should stop the blade 
from spinning and roll the saw on its blade to the 
new location. 

 A running saw should never be refilled with fuel. 
Firefighters must use caution when refueling a saw 
that has been running. The engine housing is hot, 
and any spillage of fuel mixture could ignite and 
cause an injury. Use a funnel in refueling operations. 

Starting operations. Prior to starting any saw, 
a firefighter should ensure that the saw is in proper 
working order and equipped with the right blade for 
the task. There should also be sufficient room around 
the saw to ensure that the blade is able to rotate when 
started. Because most saws run on an oil-and-gasoline 
mixture, shaking a saw prior to starting it ensures the gas 
and oil in the fuel tank are properly mixed (fig. 11–22). 

Fig. 11–22. Starting a cold engine 

Starting a cold engine. 
1. The firefighter checks that the stop or kill switch is 

in the off position. 

2. The firefighter engages or pulls the  choke lever, 
switch, or handle. 

3. The firefighter then engages the  throttle handle 
trigger and throttle lock. 

4. If the saw is equipped with a  decompression 
button, the firefighter presses the button to reduce 

the pressure in the cylinder and make the saw easier 
to start. 

5. The firefighter places either boot into the saw handle 
while bending over to grab the control handle with 
the left hand. With the right hand, her or she grips 
the starter cord handle. 

6. The firefighter then slowly pulls the starter cord 
until he or she feels resistance. Then, he or she pulls 
quickly upward with the right arm. 

Note:  Do not attempt to pull the starter cord completely
out of the saw or too forcefully because the chord 
could snap or damage the internal coil spring.
Damage could also happen if a firefighter were 
to let the extended starter cord snap back into the
starter mechanism. 

7. Once the saw starts, the firefighter applies full 
throttle to disengage the throttle lock. This stops 
the saw from running at its full revolutions per 
minute (RPM). 

8. If the saw starts and putters or runs for a few sec-
onds, the firefighter may attempt to push in the 
choke lever to keep it running. Often, this doesn’t 
happen and the saw stalls. Prior to restarting the 
saw, the firefighter pushes in or shuts off the choke 
lever. Many times, there is sufficient gas-and-oil 
mixture in the carburetor chamber to permit start-
ing on the next pull. 

9. Now that the saw is running , the firefighter ensures 
that the blade has stopped rotating and lifts the saw 
upward toward the cutting task. 

For the firefighter to stop the saw, he or she must use a 
finger to engage the stop button, lever, or switch. 

Starting a warm engine. When a saw has been running , 
the starting sequence may differ from starting a cold saw. 
Usually, there is no need to choke the saw again. The 
saw’s engine is warm, and sufficient fuel is in the fuel 
lines and carburetor chamber. Firefighters should follow 
the same sequence as above other than choking the saw. If 
after two pulls the saw shows no signs of starting , then it 
may have to be choked. 

Simple saw starting. A simple procedure to assist 
firefighters in saw starting was developed by Lieutenant 
Michael Ciampo of the Fire Department of the City 
of New York. All the previously mentioned mechan-
ical procedures are followed in reference to the saw’s 
physical positions for starting the saw. The change is in 
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the throttle lever is engaged. It also allows the operator 
to apply the brake, which immediately stops the blade 
from rotating in an emergency. To control the saw during 
cutting , the hand not controlling the saw’s speed must 
hold onto the carrying handle. 

A chain saw’s cutting chain resembles a bicycle chain. 
Individual links are riveted together, and teeth on the 
top cut and chip the material being cut. These teeth can 
be carbide-tipped and can cut a multitude of materials. 
Some specialty blades reduce the chances that the blade 
will hook into the material, protect the carbide, and 
actually file through a material instead of cutting it. A 
metal finger on the underside of the chain attaches to 
the link, enabling the chain to ride inside the guide bar, 
carry oil to lubricate the cut, and engage in the sprocket 
to allow chain rotation around the bar. 

The life span of a blade depends on how well it is lubri-
cated throughout the cut and how much material there 
is to cut. Chain saws are equipped with a reservoir that 
holds bar oil. A built-in pump disperses the oil across the 
bar and into the bar’s channel, which lubricates the chain 
throughout the cut. For long operations, firefighters 
must ensure that the reservoir always has oil. A sharp 
chain throws shavings and chips and requires little force 
to cut. A dull chain throws dust and requires a lot of 
pressure applied to the saw to cut. 

Numerous brands and types of chain saws are used 
throughout the fire service. Some of the most common 
saws have chain guards and cutting depth gauges. A 
gauge set to the depth of the cut helps prevent the blade’s 
teeth from cutting through the roof joists (fig. 11–31). 
These saws are normally used for roof ventilation. Some 
chain saws with specially designed guide bars are shaped 
differently than most common guide bars. Firefighters 
must know their departments’ specific saw specifications 
and operating procedures. 

Fig. 11–31. A chain saw with a depth gauge 

Chain saw safety. Many safety items mentioned 
in the rotary saw material apply to chain saws, with a 
few additions: 

 Never lean over or straddle a moving chain  
saw blade.  

 Position yourself left of the chain line, with the left 
hand on the control arm and right hand on the 
control handle. 

 When performing prolonged saw operations,  
wear approved hearing protection.  

 Find an alternative to cutting overhead  
with a chain saw.  

Traveling and carrying a chain saw. A running saw is 
a “live saw.” Firefighters must ensure that the chain has 
stopped rotating when changing locations or positions. 
A rotating chain can injure an unsuspecting firefighter. 
To combat this, firefighters should engage the chain 
brake (if the saw has one) before moving to a new 
location. Firefighters can also roll a live saw on the chain 
when traveling. 
If the saw isn’t running , firefighters should carry the 
saw with the chain facing the rear. If they were to trip 
or fall forward, they would not land on the blade. In 
addition, it would less likely strike another firefighter on 
the fireground. 

Chain saws can also be carried using a saw sling. Most 
manufacturers have procedures for carrying saws. 
Firefighters must be accustomed to their departments’ 
saw procedures. 

Starting a chain saw. Rotary saw starting procedures 
apply to the chain saw with one additional safety factor: 
If the chain saw is equipped with a chain brake, it should 
be engaged before starting the saw. This eliminates the 
chance of the blade’s rotating around the bar once the 
saw is started. If the saw does not have a chain brake, 
the firefighter must be aware that the blade will begin to 
rotate around the bar once the saw is started. Firefighters 
must remember that a rotating chain can injure. All 
safety procedures must be followed. 

Operating with a chain saw: ventilation. The work 
area should be as stable as possible so a firefighter can 
work in a balanced position while operating a saw. 
Obstructions should be removed and all hazards in 
the cutting area identified before cutting begins. The 
firefighter operating the saw should relay his or her plan 
to anyone operating within the saw’s vicinity. 
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Because firefighting is dangerous and conditions 
can change, saw operations are often performed in 
two-person teams: the saw operator and a backup, safety, 
or guide firefighter. The operator is responsible for the 
safe operation of the saw while the safety firefighter is 
responsible for the movement of the pair, giving hand 
signals, and watching and monitoring conditions around 
them. This procedure is normally used when performing 
certain types of roof ventilation. 

Because many chain saws used for roof ventilation lack a 
safety guard, the safety or guide firefighter should place 
himself or herself slightly behind and to the opposite 
side of the saw when cutting is in progress. The possi-
bility of the saw kicking back out of the cut line or the 
operator lifting it up could cause the saw to kick toward 
the rear and cause an injury. Some fire departments do 
not allow a guide or safety firefighter to be near a saw 
with no safety guard. Firefighters must understand their 
fire departments’ standard operating guidelines (SOGs). 

When cutting a roof for ventilation, vinyl siding with 
wood sheathing , or wood flooring , a firefighter must run 
the saw in a specific manner. Normally, only the tip of the 
saw and a few inches of the bar are used to cut through 
a material. Burying the whole saw’s bar and blade into 
the roof could cause the saw to cut right through the 
structural joist and cause a collapse. Saws that have depth 
gauges and guards should be set to cut only through the 
roofing material. Firefighters can cut a small inspection 
hole, kerf cut, or cut line to verif y roof thickness and 
then set the depth gauge before cutting operations begin. 

When saw cutting begins, the chain must be plunged 
into the roofing material to start the cut line. The saw 
should be brought up to full rpms before engaging the 
material to be cut. If not, the chain could stop or become 
wedged into the material. If a chain saw has a depth 
gauge or safety guard, the underside of the guard at the 
tip can be placed onto the roofline to assist in making 
the initial cut. The saw can pivot on the guard as the 
firefighter brings the saw up to full rpms and then rotates 
the tip into the roofing. Once the saw plunges through 
the material, the saw cuts back toward the operator and 
should be held almost vertical and run at full speed 
during the entire cut. The operator should watch the 
debris being thrown to judge the cut’s progression. 

Note:  As the saw is pulled from the cut, the operator
should engage the brake lock, which will stop the 
chain’s rotation. This prevents injuring anyone
when the saw is moved. If the saw does not 
have a brake, the blade should be kept near the
cut until it stops rotating and then be moved 
to the next cut. 

Chain saws assist firefighters in ventilating hurricane 
windows (see chapter 12, Forcible Entry, for more 
information on these windows). Firefighters should 
be equipped with proper breathing protection during 
cutting operations. Before beginning the cut, ensure that 
a purchase point for the saw’s chain exists. Cutting these 
windows can be dangerous and all safety procedures 
should be followed. 

Operating with a chain saw: tree cutting. Cutting 
trees with a chain saw is different than cutting a venti-
lation hole in a roof. Different procedures must be 
followed. Normally when firefighters cut trees or limbs, 
their chain saws lack a safety bar or depth gauge. The 
entire bar and chain is exposed during cutting , which 
increases the risk of injury if safety is not practiced at 
all times. 
Prior to cutting any trees, limbs, or branches, firefighters 
must perform a scene size-up to ensure they are not in 
any contact with electrical lines. The size-up should 
include the position in which the tree is resting or 
leaning. In instances such as a crushed automobile 
with a trapped victim, it may be necessary to lift the 
tree with firefighting equipment instead of cutting it. 
Another danger is when a tree is leaning on a struc-
ture and firefighters begin to cut. Once a few of the 
larger branches are removed, sometimes the trunk may 
actually spring up and back into position because the 
weight is released, or fall farther down into the structure. 
Firefighters must use caution when performing these 
tactics. If the situation has no immediate rescue or life 
hazard, the area should be secured or stabilized and left 
for the proper attending authorities. 

To begin saw operations, firefighters place the saw against 
the tree with the bumper spikes in contact with the tree. 
The saw is held with the bottom of the chain just off the 
tree. Once the throttle is fully engaged, the saw can pivot 
on the spikes and the chain can cut into the tree. The saw 
must be run at full speed during the entire cut. Once the 
chain has cut through the material, the throttle releases. 
The chain saw should not be forced downward into the 
cut. The firefighter should allow the saw’s chain to cut 
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QUESTIONS 

1. Name the tools identified in chapter 11 as roof ventilation tools. 

2. What type of fuel is used with rotary and chain saws? 

3. Describe the maintenance needs for fire ser vice axe heads. 

4. According to the text, what four tools are available to firefighters to strike other tools? 

5. Carbide-tip blades on a rotary saw are used to cut what materials? 

6. Describe the most common lengths for pike poles and their uses. 

7. Describe the maintenance procedures a firefighter should carry out after using a chain saw. 

8. Describe the parts of a Halligan tool. 

9. Describe the primary disadvantages of fiberglass poles used on pike poles and other push-pull tools. 

10.  Which general variety of tools is used for overhaul? 

11.  Describe the necessary actions to start a cut in a roof with a chain saw. 

12.  Describe the signal system recommended in the text for physical communication between a saw’s 
operator and her partner during roof operations. 

13.  What is the recommended minimum distance other firefighters should maintain from a firefighter 
operating a saw ? 

14.  What is the proper method for starting a cold engine on a rotary saw ? 

15.  What is the most important safety factor a saw operator must do after cutting ? 

16.  How should a saw in use be refueled? 

17.  When using a saw to ventilate a roof, what is the recommended method for moving to start a new hole? 

18.  An ideal axe head should weigh how many pounds? 

19.  What is considered the ideal length of a Halligan bar? 

20.  When using a monitor nozzle or deck gun as a master stream device, what tool can be used to safely 
anchor the device? 

21.  Discuss the safety considerations firefighters employ when using an axe. 
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